Model 25 Compact Airless Foamer (No Gun)
MODEL # 969923-B32
OVERVIEW
The Model 25 Compact Airless Foamer is a unique medium volume hose-end foam gun for diluting and applying foaming
chemicals to any surface up close or at distances up to 12 feet. This unit uses standard city water pressure to draw chemical
concentrate from the attached bottle and blend it into the water stream. The accurately diluted solution flows through the foam
wand to create a clinging, wet foam. This handy foamer is offered without a trigger gun and can be used in conjunction with the
gun on another compact unit. Use it with a Compact Sprayer to easily switch between foam, rinse and spray.
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OPTIONS

Additional Bottles
Bottle, 32oz (Includes Solid Lid)
Additional Bottles
Unit Storage Rack
Bottle, 32oz (Includes Solid Lid)
Compact Foamer/Sprayer Rack, Stainless Steel
Unit Storage Rack
Quick Disconnect Socket
Compact Foamer/Sprayer Rack, Stainless Steel
QD, SS, Socket FGH
Quick Disconnect Socket
QD, SS, Socket FGH

# 709082
# 709082
# 224301
# 224301
# 350474SS
# 350474SS
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Dilution Ratio Range

286:1 to 6:1 @ 40 PSI
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